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Descriptive Summary

Title: Roman Catholic Carte-de Visite album, circa 1800s
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 147
Extent: 0.35 cubic ft. (1 box)
Abstract: Contains approximately 150 photographs of various nineteenth century English Roman Catholic clergy members and laity.
Language: Materials entirely in English.
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Processing

Collection Description

Scope and Content Note
This photograph album contains approximately 150 photographs of various nineteenth century English Roman Catholic clergy members and laity. Among the clergy are photographs of Pope Pius IX, James Chadwick, Frederick William Faber, Henry Edward Manning, John Henry Newman, William Bernard Ullathorne, and Nicholas Patrick Wiseman. Many of the men were bishops in the Catholic Church and had ties to the Oxford Movement. The album also contains photographs of other clergy and religious, including several nuns; English churches; and lay individuals. Although many of the individuals were identified, no additional information was found about them.
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